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'!'HE ES'l'ABLISHMEN'l' OF REGIONAL S'l'OCKS OF FOOD GRAINS IN AFRICA 

A PROGRESS REPOR'l' 

IntroductiQn2 

1. Discussions are continuing on a pilot scheme in Eastern Africa for the 

programme 1. of the OAU to establish regional stocks of food grains in Africa, 

uhile plans are being draun-up for meetings for countries in Northern and 

Western Africa, to discuss this programme for those regions. Also, tentative 

steps have nou been taken to interest the UNDP, the Af'rican Development Bank, 

the 'forld Bank and some non-African countries in the financing of this 

programme. 

Discussion in Rome in November 1969: 

2.. During the 15th bi-annual conference of the FAO, and using the facilities 

generously offered by that Organization, tuo meetings were held of Ministers 

and Representatives of some Eastern African Memher States, uith the vieu to 

agreeing on the next steps to be taken to establish the pil~t scheme for this 

programme. At the same time, discussions were also held with certain other 

states of the region, which had not previously been participating in the 

discussions ~n the pilot scheme up to that time. As a result of these discussions, 

it is hoped that the region to oe covered by the pil·"t scheme will include nine 

OAU Memher States; 

1 .• First resolution on the pr0gramme - CM/Res.ll2(IX) of 1967. 
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i.e, Burundi, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Madagascar, Maurftius, 
Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. The meetings and discussions were 

arranged by Mr. J. D. Buliro, the OAU Assistant Secretary-General in charge 
of food and agricultural matters in the OAU General Secretariat. 

3. The meetings discussed, among other things, the Preliminary Assessment 
on the pil'>t scheme, which, as reported previously, had been prepared by F.AO. 
~'he Preliminary Assessment was taken note of. Attention >~as then concentrated 
on the draft terms of reference for a Feasibility Study, which were part of the 
Preliminary Assessment. Some amendments were introduced by the General 
Secretariat, and >~ere accepted by those present. The final draft of the terms 
of reference for a Feasibility Study for the pilot scheme as agreed upon in 
Rome, is attached hereon. It >~ill be noted from these that the objective is 
to establish multi-purpose regional food reserves, which can be used both for 
emergency )Urpoees, inter-African or external trade in foods, and for general 
development and expansion of agrioul tural prociuotion and productivity. It is 
recalled that the main reason that led to the approval of this programme ny 
the OAD, was to provide an insurance against food shortages resulting from 
natural events such as floods, drought and insect invasions. However, as a 
result of discussions held in connection 1;i th the pilot scheme, it became 
obvious that adequate national measures are presently being taken by most of 
the states concerned to safeguard permanently against shortages in staple 
grains. The grains being considered for the pilot scheme are maize, wheat 
and rice. It >~as also obvious from the discussions that inter-African trade 
in fo0d >~as too meagre and required encouragement. This could be expected 
as a natural development from increasing trade and commercial contacts between 
Member States, and as arising from the fact that geographical variations and 
differences in current capacities to finance develn~ment, call for such 
exchanges in foods. Most ?eople are aware that Africa has climates which vary 
from the hot and humid equatorial rain forests, through cool and humid temperate 
climates to hot and dry deserts. Rock differences also introduce marked 

-variations in soils and in the latter's productive capacity. 
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Most people are also aware that the current capacity to pay for overall 

development, and in particular for agricultural development, varies from 

Member State to Member State.- with some being at present unable to 

generate sufficient financial and human resources to pay for an adequate 

expansion of agricultural production and productivity. These differences, 

and others that there may be, are in themselves sufficient justification 

for encouraging inter-African trade in foods. In accordance with the 

Charter of tne OAU, it is logical to promote self-sufficiency in staple 

foods amongst Member States. There are other development - supporting 

activities such as price stabilization and research and development, which 

can be undertaken more economically on a co-operative basis or which would 

be facilitated by the presence of regional food reserves. Therefore, to 

maKe the proposed regional food reserves more economical to maintain, it 

was agreed to make them multi-purpose, including providing against food 

emergencies, possible sustenance to agricultural economies through price

stablization, and as items in inter-African trade. 

4. The other aspects i:rJ.Cluded in the terms of reference for the Feasibility 

Study include country-studies on relevant matters such as local supply and 

demand of the selected grains, areas of the main produot~_on and of consumption, 

local facilities for storage, handling and marketing of the grains, and the 

cost and price details. This aspeot, which covers each country included in 

the study, would then be suitably incorporated into '' regional concept fur 

regional food reserves. 

5· The terms of reference for the Feasibility Study are thus very 

comprehensive, and it is proposed that 1<i th such additions as may be 

required by other regions, they should serve as model terms of reference for 

the remaining regions to be covered in the programme for regional feod 

reserves of staple grains. If there is no objection to this procedure, then 

all that will be necessary, is to for1<ard for approval at an appropriate 

time, copies of these to each of the countries to be included in a given 

pro~ect. It is appreciated that the participation in regional food reserves 

by a given state, is most likely to require prior consultation between the 

Ministry of Agriculture (or of Rural Development), with other ~!inistries 

suo'l as the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Economic Devel<>pment and the 

Ministry of Health. 
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In fact, it was for this very reason that ·some Representatives of the 

countries of Eastern Africa, after generally agreeing to the attached terms 

of reference in Rome, requested that copies should be forHarded to their 

homes for formal approval. This has already been done, and replies are being 

a1<ai ted for. 

Some of the problems anticipated: 

6. As the OAU treades with caution in the execution of this important 

programme, three main problems are slo1<ly becoming prominent •. These relate 

to 1'i"hat is alluded to above in connection with geographical and other 

differences which could lead to crop-specialization; to finance; and to over

production of the grains concerned. by some non-African .countries. 

1· · As already indicated in paragraph 3; geographical and other differences 

bet1<een Member States, calls for a serious examination of pnssibilities of 

orop-'specialization, It is generally accepted that "a country will gain 

by specializing in the production of those commodities in which its 1 comrarative 

cost' advantage is greater, exporting these commodities in exchange for 

commodities in which its comparative cost advantage is less". 
2

' · This is 

stating the obvious, and pre-supposes a substantial acceptance of the 

supremacy of economic considerations, and international peace and co-operation 

in trade, Unfortunately, there is only selective and often unequal co-. 

operation, and no universal peace. Further more, political considerations 

have led nations to apply( sometimes costly ) policies of self-sufficiency in 

staple foods. Progress in science and technology and in plant breeding - be 

this in the techniques of crop-gro1<ing or in food processing - has tended to 

encourage such pol:tcies of national self-sufficiency in staple foods.. At the 

present juncture, there are very feH OAU Member States whose relationship is 

such that they would allow between themselves a free play of the principle of 

comparative costs. However, with the present trends towards clo.ser regional 

co-operation (i.g. the :B,'ntente States in western Africa, the Maghreb States in 

Nort2ern Africa, and the East African Community), and given the present 

efforts in the OAU, towards closer continental co-operation. the picture is 

2. Definition of the Principle of "Comparative Costs 11 in J. R. 1{inton 1 s 

"A Dictionary of Economic Terms". 
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slowly changing. Ultimately, the efficient and effective operation 

of the proposed regional food reserves, although on a multipurpose basis, 

is most likely to increase the wider application of the principle of 

comparative costs, thereby helping to effect crop-specialization among 

!~ember States. In the meantime, crop-specialization can only be talked 

of, in the hope that. efforts will soon be mad.e by OAU Member States to 

disouss it, plan for it and carry out among them. 

8. The problem of financing the proposed regional reserves-whether 

it be of the capital costs involved, of the sinking of funds into semi

statio reserves, or of the operation of each scheme-was recognized from 

the very beginning. This problem is accentuated by the fact that the 

p;r-oposed regional food reserves are expected to be supplementary to national 

reserves - thus calling for expenditure at hro levels. However, the 

p~ssibility of maximizing benefits accruing from inter-African trade, from 

inter-African self-sufficiency in staple foods which would facilitate 

mutual sustenance of or,e another's economy, and from reduced costs arising 

from co-operative efforts in other related aspects, make it attractive 

and worthwhile to continue examining how best to finance the proposed 

regional food reserves. In addition to available local resources, there are 

possibilities of obtaining external aid from international and bilateral 

sources. As each project in this programme nears maturity (i.e. the stage 

of being actually constructed), the General Secretariat will scout around 

for external aid, and report the results to the countries concerned. The 

expectation is that, whatever balance that is left by external aid, would 

be met from local sources. All that can be said at present is that the 

apparent costs of a given desirable and beneficial project, should. not 

frighten !.lem'oer States from discussing and planning how that project could 

be executed. So far, the African Development Bank, the UNDP and the 1forld 

Bank appear the most likely sC'urces of funds. These are being kept informed 

of the efforts of the OAU to establish a pilot scheme for this programme. 

Some of the nations outside Africa have also been contacted in this conne..otion. 

HD1<evur, as the Feasibility Study has not been carried nut, one would be 

unw-ise to .rress for a definitive reply to, or even apply for, support, 

excepting perhaps, for aid to finruooe the study. 
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9· The existence of surplus grains outside Africa is bound to exert 

some influences on some Member States vis-a-vis the proposed regional 

food reserves. Such influence could take several forms, for example 

they could be offered as imports free or at give-m;ay prices, or on 

concessional terms including .longterm credits. Surpluses could also 

feature in efforts by some non-African States to gain economic or political 

advantages, for example purchasing of machinery for grain mills could he 

coupled with a conditi-on that the suplier of the mills will give grains 

to be milled in these, at give-away or concessional termso These and 

similar possible influences of surpluses from outside Africa would be 

detrimental to the proposed regional stocks of food grains in Africa, and 

should not be ignored. But it should be remembered that several communities 

in Africa and elsewhere, have faced death through starvation inspite of the 

presence of these huge surplus foods. !VIost, if not all, the time, these 

surpluses can only be obtained at a price, and such a price may either re 

beyond the available means of, or unacceptable to, the governments concernerl. 

Consequently, such supluses can be classfied as "reluctant surpluses" in that 

although they are known to be in excess 'of the national strategic reserve 

needs of the countries concerned, they are nonetheless not easily or cheaply 

available to some other countries in- dire need for them, On the other hand, 

some of the surplus-countries cannot stop or prevent the surpluses from 

accumulating. However, the embarassment of having increasing surpluses, 

while some communi ties are starving, does not preve.nt some of the surplus-· 

countries from exerting some influences the same as or similar to those 

mentioned above. Member States may therefore be advised to plan for, and 

cl.epend en, food reserves created by their own efforts, which contribute to 

their development efforts, and in which they have some control over their 

administration and fate. It should be admitted, that sometimes some of the 

surpluses under consideration can be used for beneficial purposes, for 

example vrhen they are given as grants and then used to generate local funds 

for lncal investment in desirable sectors of the national economy. But this 

type of transaction is the exoeption rather than the rule. 
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10. These then are the main problems that are now b'Jginning to 
intrude themselves into the implementation-path of the OAU programme 
to establish regional food reserves in Africa. The extent to which 
these and similar problems would affect each project of this programme, 
is bound to vary from reginn to region. i'rhat is important is that the 
Member States in each such a region need to exchange views frankly on their 
needs and problems, and how best to meet their needs and overcome their 
prohlems. The OAU General Secretariat is duty-bound to help as much as is 
within its means, to the end that the staple foods reQuired by African 
~opulations may be assured from the proposed regional food reserves in 
Africa. 

Next Actions~ 

ll. To hel:p in this process of joint discussion, joint planning and joint 
action to establish regional food reserves, the OAU General Secretariat has 
suggested to the Council of Ministers that meetings be held in three regions 
of Africa, i.e. in Northern Africa, Western Africa and in Eastern Africa
the latter being in connection with the proposed pilot scheme. In the case 
of Northern and Western Africa, these would be the first such meetings to 
discuss this programme, This is not to sa;y that nothing has been d:;.ne; no, 
Individual discussions with Ministers of Agriculture or with Representatives 
of Member States from these regions, have held at one time or another, Thes3 
have been followed, in almost all cases, with letters from the Secretariat, 
confirming the substance of the discussions, and the reQuest that bilateral 
or regional discussions should be opened to explore how their programme could 
be implemented in the region concen~ed. 

Experience in preparing for the pilot scheme, has led to the conclusion 
that similar preparations, should now be started in other regions. The 
estimates for holding these meetings have been included in the draft 1970/71 
Budget which is ·being presented to the Council of Ministers for approval. 

12. The ground is also being prepared :for the Feaei bili ty Study of the 
pilot scheme to be undertaken. There are three stages to this aspect. Firstly, 
external aid for financing the study has to be obtained, and the costs of the 
Study allocated between all sources of aid, Next, a team of experts has 
to be agreed upon, assembled and commissioned to carry out the Study. 
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Then the .Ministers of Agriculture of the nine States concerned will 1;e 

invited to meet and consider the report of the Study with a view to agreeing 

on the programming and commissioning of the actual construction of the 

project. The General Secretariat is anxious to carry out these activities 

as fast as can be managed, as the pilot scheme is expected to provide the 

necessary experience, expertise and information, which vrould facilitate the 

establishment of food reserves in the other regions. The estimates for 

some of these activities -which fall on the OAU are also included in the 

draft 1970/ 7l Budget, which is awaiting approval. 

In Conclusion: 

13. It cannot be over-emphasized that Africa has got the land and the hands 

which can adequately feed its present and future populations. Most of the 

crop failures, which are experienced sometimes by some Member States are 

mainly due to natural events, but even then, food shortages need not occur 

if adequate national and regional food reserves are established, The 

establishment of regional food reserves comprises a programme which the OAU 

has already accepted, and which is expected to be launched by the proposed 

pilot scheme in Eastern Africa. Action in this programme in other regions 

of Africa should now be started. Naturally, the OAU ·has to effectively 

play its role of co-ordinating, promoting and intensifying actions by 

Member State, to the end that the required regional stocks of food grains may 

be established in Africa as soon as possible, 

ADDIS ABABA 

.JANUARY 1970 
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AFRICA 

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR A 
FEASIBILITY STUDY 

1. A feasibility study should be carried out on the establisi:~·· 

ment of multipurpose regional :>:'aserve stocks of grain within 

Eastern African States, which would be additional to any national 

strategic food reserves, and which would serve the following main 

purposes: 

(a) to provide supplies for predictable or unpredictable 

food shortages in any of the participating states; 

(b) ·to further trade between the participating.states, 

between these with the rest of Africa, and with extra-

African countries; 

(c) to stimulate increasing agricultural production a.nd 

productivity in foods, and to provide a focal point 

for research ru1d development in food science and 

technology for these purposes. 

By using local supplies for initial and replenishment stocks for the 

regional food reserves, the OllU hopes to 11ttain individual or 

collective self-sufficiency in staple foods. 

CROPS TO BE COVERED: 

2. The grains to be covered in the study are maize, wheat, 

and rice. Both the initial and replenishment stocks would come. 

from local production of the participatine states. 

, ..... ·--· 



TERRITORIAL COVERAGE: 

3. The following o::mmtries should te included in the 

feasib:Ui ty study: Burundi, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, 

Madagascar, Mauri U.us, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. 

II. OUTL][NE FOR COUNTRY STUDY 

4. A common startine; point is a careful analysis of the grain 

supply, trade, marketing and storage situation and outlook in each 

country selected for study. This would include the following 

elements: 

A. RELEVANT ECONOIYHC AND GENERAL FACTORS 

(i) Population, past trends and pro,j.ections 

distinguishing ae;ric;,1l tural and non-agricultuJ:"al; 

(ii) National income and the share originating in 

aer:r,cul tural sectcr; 

(iii) The place of grain and other staple food 

production and trade in the economy, the place 

of the grains selected for spec:tal study; 

(i v) The e;eographic d:!.stribution of grain production 

and consumption centres; 

(v) Seasonal and cliroat:l.c factors and variations J.n 

relation to grain and other staple produ-::tion; 

(vi) Crop forecasting systems in operation or planned. 

B. SUPPLY ~:RENDS AND PRCSPECTS 

(i) Statistics of g;r?l-in production with special 

reference to the commodities selected for study, 

yearly from 1950. As year to year fluctuatiol!S 
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are important for this study special care might 

be taken to ensure that 'abnormal' years are 

given prominence; for e;mmple, if say 1949 was 

abnormal the appropriate figures might be noted 

where it is possible to distinguish 

between production for subsistence and 

quantities marketed this should be done 

production forecasts and projections. 

(ii) Statistics of Exports and Imports 

Exports and imports since 1950 of main grains 

with special reference to those selected for 

study: 

imports of [\rains on concessional terms, e.g. 

from US and WFP, indicating main sources and 

imports for relievj_ng emergencies, indicating 

the area and nature of the emergency, what 

percentage of consumption did these imports 

represent; 

trade forecasts and projections. 

(iiLi) Demand Trends and Prospects 

National average consunption levels particularl;;,r 

of grains selected for study e.[\. from food 

balance sheets; relevant information for 

sections of the populat:ion where appropriate 

e.~. urban; nutritional requirements in 

respect of staples durinB food emergencies; 
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Magnitude of observed trends in staple 

consumptj_on e.g. swine; towards wheat; 

to what e}ttent can and dGes the population turn 

to lower graded staples, e.g, roots or 

plantains in times of shortage or hieh prices 

and to hie; her gradeG under favourable condi tiom::. 

What possilb:i.li ties are there for developine-

low cost g;rain substitutes and supplements 

fror.1 local sources, e.g. cassava; 

preferences and their strength for particular 

types of staples; Income elasticities of 

demand for various staples; 

Demand forecasts, and projectJi.ons 

(iv) Areas of Surplus and Deficit in Staples 

Attempt. to quo.ntify ma1,].mum surplus and 

st10rtage for the country combining highest and 

lowest production, compared with average 

consumption needs, or in relation to a known 

or assumed range of consumption; 

Where feasible relate fluctuations in r.mrketed 

supply to marlwt requirements; 

Define r,1ain areas which have normally (a) a 

surplus of staples in relation to normal 

requirements, (b) a defic:i.t (c) have sometimes 

a surplus and somet:i.mes a deficit with a view 

to identifying Gmerg;ency prone areas. What 

ls the state of the communications with these 

aren.s? 
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Annual or Seasonnl rainfalJL statistics, over as 

lone a period as feas:U1le, for main producing 

cr.mtres :l.n<'l:tcating r.me;nitudo of variab:Hi ty. 

Vlhere possible relate to reduction of staples; 

':'"" To what e~~tent do good and had seasons coincide 

in different parts of the country e.g. in the 

highlands as compared with coastal areas; 

CroEJ calendar to s!Dw how main and secondary 

harvests for commodities selected are staggered 

in various production areas, maldng possible 

between season transfers; 

(vi) EstimatJi.on of emergency needs 

The preliminary assessment indicates that 

statistics of production and supply are 

inadequn.te to cal·culate an emergency "gap" to 

be filled by special :i.mports or from reserve 

stoclw. Th:i.s gap was deduced from known 

previous · emere;encies (e. e;. ;.n 1965-66 in sor.1e 

k • ) coun ... rl.es and abnormal import levels made 

under cor.nnerci~l or special terms at that time .. 

It may also be valuable to doal with the 

marketed margin as well as w:i. th total 

production whexe 2. national emergency is 

concerned, to ldentify the effect on 

urban and. rural conmaners; 
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In the case of local emergencies within 

countries past experience may ar:;ain be more 

useful than g.gneral calculations; 

Attempt to define adcli tional emGrgency resenre 

likely to be desirable in terms of magnitude, 

cor:modi ties and geoeraphic distribution in 

the country, Other bases for estimating 

emergency needs may be proposed, 

(vii) Inclusion of other aspects of r0serve stocks, e.g. 

(i) Sub-regional em0rgency reserves to servo 

also other African countries; 

(i:i.) Sub-regiono.l reserves includine- multi-

dirGctional trade stoclr.s and market 

stabilization buffer stocks. 

l·.~ul tipurpose reserves would introduce greater 

complexity but would confer the advantage of 

spreading the costs of maintainine stocks over a 

wider ranee of activities and could contribute 

more effectively to market dlevelopnent and 

economic growth if well manae;ed. 

C. STOCKS, STORAGE, HANDLING AND MARKETING SYSTEM 

(i) 
'\it 

Available statist:i.cs covering comBodi ty year, for 

stocks held on farn!s~ at ports, termin.2.ls, mn.in 

centres by the e;overnoent, privately. 

Indicr.tions of seasonal variations in stock levels; 

Levels of reserves held for annual carryover, for 

emergencies, for price stabiliza~ion, other. 
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(ii) Stora~e capacity and standards 

(iii) 

sources of imrestr.1ent for these; 

General features of e;:;ist.:Lng erain marketing syGtGr:l 

Manager.1ent, nature of Gcvernment regulatory acticm 

and grain board. Private trade. 

1?hat links, if any, w:Hb boards in neiehbour.ing 

countries? 

To what e~~tent does the grain board also control 

export and import decisions? 

Marketing arrane;enents for purchasin~ grain ·fron 

faroers and seU.ing in Consuoption centres; 

Export and inport arrange1:1ents and facilities. 

(iv) Transport.facilities within country and to 

nei~hbo:ar:f,ne; countries :1-n the cub-re~:i_on. 

(v) Capacity and type of add:itional faciHUes and 

arrangements that would he necessary to accom:1odate 

additional reserves considel'ed desirable. 

D. COSTS AND PRICES 

(i) Trends and up-to··date prtces for grains wj_th special 

reference to those selected fo:r study; 

To producers at various points in various parts 

of the country, tc,l,ing into account quality grains; 

tt terminals; 

At main consutain~ cc,n tres 

To-consuo.ers; 
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Annual and seasonal variations in prices to producers 

and consur.1ers for as lone; a period as feasible: 

At what prices has tho governt1ent authorized 

exports to be made, to external markets, to 

neighbourine; countries, sales to WFP, if any. 

(ii) Capital costs of constructing suitable storage 

facilities for year to year stora[l"e at various points 

in accordance w). th official plans. Sources of 

investment. 

(iii) Annual storage costs per ten of various grains in 

various types and locations of storage in various 

parts of the country. 

Storage losses. 

(iv) Internal transport costs for grains, e.g. per/ton/mile 

or lm., by rail, road, lal~e and coast:;,l freieht rate;:;. 

(v) C~st ·::>f :rail, road n.nd water transport to neighbouring 

countries. 

(vi) Ocean freight rates: 

From U.S., Australia, SWeden, other 

Between countries of the sub-region. 

With the main African Ports outside the sub-region 

(vii) Total price of imported grains at main centres 

(viii) 

(ix) 

From countries abroad 

From other countries of sub-region. 

Subsidies, ta;ws, support policies. 

How would costs of maintaining sub-regioJ.tal nulti

purpose reserve stocks compare with those for strategic 

national food reserves? 
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(x) To what extent is it possible to identify and evaluate 

the costs and benefits, including benefits of a general 

economic and social character, of multipurpose reserve::; 

nsed for r.mrket developr.10nt price,stabilization 

and as emergency reserves. 

(,.i) Local supplies would be used for initial and replenish~· 

ment stocks. This should hav0 favourable effects on 

foreign exchange balances, eeneral econonic growth and . . 

agricultural production policies of the participating 

states. 

III. PROBLEMS AFFECTING GROUPS OF COUNTRIES 

3. Country studies prepared in accordance with the outline 
and H 

in !/above would need to be coDbined and co-ordinated to malte a sub-

regional or group country studies on the co-operative use of 

emergency or multi-purpose reserves. It is difficult in the abstract 

to predict and define these matters, but they would include: 

(a) The extent to which good and bad seasons coincide 

in different countries? 

(b) How are harvest seasons related? 

(c) To what mttent are areas of likely shortage in one 

country related to deficit or surplus areas in 

neighbouring countries and are there good communica-

tions between theo? 

(d) How would prices including transport charges compare 

for supplying deficit areas from the sruue country or 

fro3 a near neighbour? 
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(e) To what extent can r.mrketine boards work together in 

purchasing and distributing supplies and in sharing 

storage facilities and costs? 

(f) Can joint approaches be nade to aid B"iving agenc:tes 

for technico.l studies, investoent in facilities, 

training of personnel? 

(g) m1at econonies can be effected through co-operation 

in group country reserves as compared with a series 

of separatG national reserves, held either as separate 

static reserves or as nulti-purpose reserves? 

(h) The type of management arrangements that would be 

necessary for administering group country reserves 

including sharing of contributions and charges, draw:i.n.r::; 

riehts nnd conditions, paynent and currency arrane;cE1ents, 

cooposition of the co-ordinating comoittee, definition 

of emergency or other basis of request for supplies, 

transport charges and distinguishing the group 

country reserve from other stocks. 

;I 
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